Abstract-Linking and tracking news stories covering the same events written in different languages is a challenging task. In natural languages same informat ion may be expressed in mult iple ways and newspapers try to exploit this feature for making the news stories more appealing. It has been observed that the same news story is presented in same as well as in different language in different ways but normally the g ist remains the same. Diversity of linguistic expressions presents a major challenge in identifying and tracking news stories covering the same events across languages , but doing so may provide rich and valuable resources as comparable and parallel corpora can be generated with this resource. In the case of Indian languages there exist limited language resources for Natural Language Processing and Information Retrieval tasks and identifying comparable and parallel documents would offer a potential source for deriving b ilingual d ictionaries and training statistical Machine Translation systems. Paraphrasing is the most common way of reproducing news stories and translated text is also a type of paraphrase. Prior to linking monolingual or b ilingual news stories, these paraphrase types need to identified and classified to help researchers to devise techniques to solve these challenging problems. English-Hindi language pair not only differs in their scripts but also in their g rammar and vocabulary. A number of paraphrase typologies have been built fro m the perspective of Natural Language Processing or for some or the other specific applicat ions but as per the knowledge of the authors, no typology have been reported for English-Hindi cross language text reuse. In this paper a typology is formulated for cross lingual journalistic text reuse in English-Hindi. Typology unravels level of difficult ies in English-Hindi mapping. It shall help in devising techniques for linking and tracking English-Hindi stories
I. INTRODUCTION
Newspapers report events that are taking place in any part of the world at mo re or less same t ime across different languages. Any news conveys same facts across language but news reporters try to incorporate their viewpoints according to their findings . Linking news stories covering the same events and with same content written in different languages may provide rich and valuable multilingual resources of both parallel and comparable text . Translation equivalents provides parallel frag ments and paraphrases provides comparable frag ments [2] . Guan and Yuan [29] , while working with mislabeled data, have also emphasized on the importance of pattern classification in machine learning. In case of Indian languages there exist limited language resources for Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Informat ion Retrieval (IR) tasks and identify ing co mparable and parallel documents would offer a potential source for deriving b ilingual d ictionaries and training statistical Machine Translation (MT) systems [2, 19] . Paraphrasing is the most common way of reproducing news stories. In paraphrasing, substitution for semantic equivalents and grammar, are performed over the text wh ich make even similar contents difficult to identify. Although, linguistic transformations take place in the paraphrased sentence but meaning is still preserved. Translated text in a different language is also a type of special kind of paraphrasing [4] . In order to determine what paraphrasing types make text reuse detection harder to be revealed, analysis, identification and classification of the different types of paraphrasing strategies applied during the text re-use process is important. Typology is nothing but drawing boundaries among different paraphrase types, identifying their man ifestations, going into depth to find their characterization and finally classifying them [4] . Building a Typology has been a tool for many NLP researchers to apprehend paraphrasing [24] .
Knowledge of paraphrase typology will help in identifying and linking similar news stories by applying suitable techniques. It is also an important aspect in IR research which also deals with document representation languages and models, and finding similar matching contents fro m docu ments collections on the web [30] . Therefore in th is paper paraphrases are identified across English-Hindi language and a Typology for EnglishHindi journalist text reuse has been proposed. It is a The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In Section II various monolingual typologies given by different authors are discussed. In Section III proposed paraphrase typology for Eng lish-Hindi journalistic text reuse is discussed. Section IV presents discussion on the typology classes in context to emp irical evidence and Section V presents the conclusion.
II. CHRONOLOGICAL RELATED WORK
Early works on paraphrase typologies are by Culicover [9] in 1968 and Honeck [17] in 1971. They div ided paraphrase types into those classes which can either be formally mapped in natural language processing or cannot be.
Culicover [9] logically grouped paraphrasing into five types and separated accessible paraphrase relationships from inaccessible ones.
A taxono my in the fields of Psychology was given by Honeck [17] which classified three types of paraphrases including transformational, lexical and formalexic.
As reported by Vila et al. [23] in 2011 Apresjan (1973) mainly dealt with lexical paraphrases and Martin (1976) focused mainly on connotation, opposition and synonymy based paraphrases.
An editing taxonomy has been given by Faigley & Witte [15] in 1981 which div ides revisions into two major categories; surface changes and meaning changes, each of which have 2 subcategories finally cu lminating into 23 types at the lowest level.
Dras [13] in 1999 studied syntactic paraphrases using Synchronous Tree Adjoining Grammars and classified paraphrasing types into classes based either on the formal change observed in the paraphrase pair or according to the paraphrase effect which makes them not mutually exclusive. The five classes of paraphrase that he identified are Change of Perspective, Change of Emphasis, Change of Relation, Delet ion, and Clause Movement which are further divided into 51 sub-types.
Barzilay et al. [5] in 1999, Dolan et al. [11] in 2004 and Dutrey et al. [14] in 2011 gave an NLP typology of the most frequent types in a corpus whereas Kozlowski et al. [18] in 2003, Dorr et al. [12] in 2004 and Boonthum [7] in 2004 concentrated on the paraphrases that NLP addresses. Rinald i et al. [21] in 2003 focused on classic paraphrases with illustrative purposes .
16 obfuscation types were reported by Clough [8] in 2003 in h is paraphrase typology which dealt with text reuse.
Conversives, non-literal language use and extended paraphrases were studied by Dorr et al. [12] in 2004 while dealing with paraphrases with equivalent meanings . He focused on the syntax, lexicon, and grammatical features of the paraphrases.
Based on the type of linguistic units or the range of difference between the original and paraphrased sentences Shimohata [22] in 2004 has classified the paraphrase into three types only-Sentential, Ph rasal and Lexical. Each paraphrasing type requires a different kind of knowledge to deal with. Sentential paraphrasing requires pragmatic knowledge, phrasal paraphrasing requires syntactic knowledge, and lexical paraphrasing requires lexical knowledge Fujita [16] in 2005 analyzed a variety of linguistic phenomena in Japanese and provided a more detailed classification of paraphrases than in Shimohata [22] . He classified them on the basis of their similarit ies and differences in syntactic characteristics. He presented a classification of lexical and structural paraphrases grouped into six classes including paraphrases of single content words, function-expressional paraphrases, paraphrases of compound expressions, clause-structural paraphrases, mult i-clausal paraphrases, and paraphrases of id iosyncratic expressions. These where further subdivided into 24 types.
Barreiro [3] in 2008 div ided paraphrases into 5 classes-referential, lexical, phrasal, syntactic, lexicalsyntactic and paraphrasing of mult iword expression. The typology is based on the extent of paraphrasing within a sentence ranging from a single lexicon to a phrase to more than one phrase or more than one level of paraphrasing.
Clough and Gaizauskas [25] in 2009 studied journalistic text reuse and gathered three recurrently applied operations which are analogous to some entries of their typology: deletion, lexical substitution, changes in syntax and summarization.
A general typology of quasi-paraphrases together with their relat ive frequencies has been given by Bhagat [6] in 2009. The basis of classification of paraphrases is lexical and each of the types of paraphrase is linked to the compositional alterations involved.
Marta Vila et al. [23] in 2011 hypothesize that there exists a correlation between the differences in propositional content and the differences in wording on the one hand, and the degree of sameness of meaning or paraphrasability on the other, both being gradual properties. The typology they have presented classifies paraphrases according to the linguistic nature of their difference in wo rding and consists of a two-level typology of 2 paraphrasing types grouped into 5 classes. Paraphrasing types reflect a general paraphrase mechanis m and classes represent the level of language where this mechanism takes place.
The paraphrase typology given by Barron et al. [4] The paraphrase typologies and their basis are co mpiled in Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b .
Although some work has been done towards finding text reuse or linking news stories in English-Hindi but as per the knowledge of the authors, no paraphrase typology for these two language pairs has been reported so far. Also, the work done in these two language pair is directly proportional to the tasks defined by FIRE since 2009. English and Hindi languages not only differ in scripts but also in their grammar and vocabulary. English stores the meaning of the words in positions whereas Hindi, in morphemes. Identifying equivalent t ranslated text across language becomes a challenging task as this category of text can be t reated as obfuscation as well as paraphrasing. Identifying parallel contents in cross language news becomes even more co mplex if too much of alternation has been done to the translated news stories.
III. PROPOSED TYPOLOGY
Although a pioneer work in the field of English-Hindi language text reuse, the typology has been built by considering other monolingual typologies covered in the related work section. It aims to cover most of the phenomena described in these typologies. As the works of other authors, referred in this research paper, are primarily based on monolingual paraphrasing, therefore some classes that are not finding relevance across the language are dropped here. In the proposed typology, apart fro m inclusion of some of the previously defined categories, some new categories are introduced by us to signify their importance for cross language text reuse. The previously defined categories are followed by citations of the authors who have proposed them. Categories without any citation are the new categories proposed by us.
The typology is strictly formu lated for cross lingual news stories covering English-Hindi language. Cross Language Indian News Story Search (CLINSS) corpus 1 of FIRE 2012 and 2013 with 50691 files, English newspaper Hindustan Times and Hindi newspaper Dainik Bhaskar has been used as the corpus for the study and for inferring a typology for cross language news story. The parallel stories have been extracted fro m these newspapers manually and have been retrieved from CLINSS corpus using relevance judgment file provided by them. Text alignment was done manually by the authors themselves. The categories are classified to be in isolation but some of them overlap i.e. two classes can co-exist. For examp le, if there is a sentence split, there is addition of words also. Any paraphrased parallel sentence in majority of the reported news is a co mbination of more than one such category. Still, while discussing any particular category of typology, only that category of paraphrasing is emphasized at that point.
The classification has been done on the basis of extent of words in the sentences which are paraphrased and on the basis of difficu lty in automatic identification of cross lingual news stories. Five difficulty levels have been identified and each level describes the extent of paraphrasing.
The Hindi words/phrases/sentences which have been used as examp les under each level also have their transliterated English versions follo wing them, within brackets, for the ease of understanding by those who are not the native speakers of Hindi language.
1 http://users.dsic.upv.es/grupos/nle/clinss.html As the following examp les have been taken fro m original news stories, some names have been changed/hidden wherever found necessary, in view of keeping work purely for the purpose of research and not to hurt any sentiments.
A. Level I
News stories that are al most exact translations of their English counterpart fall under this category. 1(b) and 2(b) are nearly exact Hindi translation of 1(a) and 2(a). In such cases simple d ictionary based cross language approach may be fruitfu l to retrieve same news story for text reuse 1 a). Palson owner convicted in attempt-to-murder case 1 b). हत्मा की कोशिि के स भें ऩारसन के भाशरक दोषी (hatya ki koshish mein palson ke maalik doshi) 2 a). We wanted to know where all were the camps, who were in charge.
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b). हभ जानना जाहते थे कक कैं ऩ कहाॊ -कहाॊ रगाए गए थे औय उनका इॊ चाजज कौन था। (hum janana chahte the ki camp kahan kahan lagaye gaye the aur unka incharge kaun tha) B. Level II
In this level key content words in Hindi are unambiguously mapped from E 1 to H 1 set but sentences may have a few additions/deletions of words or trivial modifications in one language or other. Linking Cross language news stories needs to map these words. Gist or mean ing in this level is preserved. Categories identified under this level have also been reported in monolingual text reuse.
B.1. Word Insertion/Deletion
New in formation is added to a sentence by adding or deleting words [4, 23] , leading to a paraphrase at the time of cross language text reuse (3(a) & 3(b) and 4(a) & 4(b )). It may have minor syntactic transformation or lexical replacement. Robin [26] in 1994 introduced the term "Informat ion adding" paraphrases for such type of paraphrase. In case of deletion of lexical un it normally words in a sentence that are superfluous or peripheral in sentence are removed. The constituents deleted are: hedging verbs, relative p ronouns etc. [13] . In 5 (b) "will completely" and "from circulation" are removed wh ile translating 5 (a). This may be done to shorten the news stories. 
B.2. Sentence Split/Join
The information may be spread over more than one sentence or may be combined in single sentence. These types of paraphrases have two components text units and connective between clauses which is normally altered [13] . The sentence in 6 (a) has been split and translated into two sentences in Hindi 6 (b). 
B.3. Change in Modality
The modality of the sentence may also be changed (7(a) & 7(b) and 8(a) & 8(b)). Normally they may also be considered in d iscourse based change in which structure of the sentence is normally changed [4, 24] . 
C.1. Localization Related Issues
In this class cross language text reuse is dominated by localization related issues. It is observed that such types of usages are among the most co mmon ones in new story text reuse. [23] has considered this class as a case of change of format. Date (12 (a)) currency (12 (b) and 12 (c)) are the most co mmon exa mp les of this class ( "Crashed on him" will never map to "टकया गए थे " and "amended" does not mean "कटौती".
a). {..} door crashed on him b). वे दयवाजे से टकया गए थे . (ve darwaze se takra gaye the)

a). {..} Can be amended. b). {..} कटौती हो सकती है (katauti ho sakti hai)
Automatic mapping for text reuse under this clas s is quite challenging. In 15(a) "boy" the actor is referred as "व्मक्तत" in 15(b) wh ich is not proper. Table 2 shows some of the words present in the new stories that shall never mapped properly. 
C.3. OOV words substitutions
Socio-cultural influence across globe results in acceptability of so me of the lexical units that are normally t reated as Out of Vocabulary (OOV) for native language. In such cases although the Hindi equivalents of the words are availab le, but instead of taking exact word translations, transliterated words are accepted at the time of news reporting because such transliterated versions are more in use than the translation equivalents. Hindi has adopted many such words in its day to day writ ings and conversations but such words do not find any place in the dictionary as Hindi meanings of English words. These words also create problems if we go for Dictionary based approaches for mapping these words. Some of the words of FIRE corpus are shown in Table 3 [4, 23] While translating 17(a) interjection is converted to assertion in 17 (b ) along with same polarity substitution. Whereas 17(a) exp resses surprise, 17 (b) asserts that it can never be true. 
C.6. Contextual Related Word
The contextual related word may be used in place of exact translation. Let word be e 1 , its exact translation be h 1 and contextual words related to E in H be h c1 , h c2 , h c3 . The contextual words h c1 , h c2 , h c3 may be used in p lace of h 1 (18(a) & 18(b) ). In a simp ler way, these are those translations, where an English lexicon can be represented by any of its Hindi synonyms. 
C.7. Transliteration of Synonym
In this class lexical mapping across the language is present but one uses transliterated synonym of lexical unit at the time of news reporting (19 and 20) . The synonyms for hired and plea are contract and appeal respectively and these English synonyms only have been transliterated for using in the Hindi stories.
19). hired killer कॉन्रै तट ककरय (contract killer) 20). plea अऩीर (appeal)
C.8. Abbreviation vs. Polysemy
In this class abbreviation is either transliterated or its expanded form is translated or transliterated. There can also be more than one translation equivalents of the same word and it is difficult to map these words across language (Table 4 ). Fujita [16] and Barron et al. [4] referred this class as "Altering notational variants, abbreviations, and acronyms" and "Lexicon based spelling and format changes" respectively. 
C.9. Sentimental Outburst to Add Sensation
In this category some phrase, idio ms and words arousing emotional outburst may be added across the language (21 (a) & 21 (b)). Here "साभू दहक दु ष्कभज (saamuhik dushkarm)" is not the exact translation of rape but has simply been used to arouse sensation. 
D. Level IV
Translations falling under this category co me under pragmatic paraphrasing wh ich have been dealt by several researchers. As special types of paraphrases it goes beyond pure semantic similarity to fall within the field of pragmatics [24] . Paraphrasing extends to a group of words. Linking and tracking news stories under this class becomes quite challenging. 
D.1. Action vs. Consequence
This category has been referred to as Textual Entailment [1, 16, 24] . In this class mean ing of one expression can be inferred fro m the other [10] . Newspaper may report action or decision taken in one language, but its translation in other language may report the consequences of the action o r decision ( 
D.6. Lexicon based Opposite Polarity Substitution
Marta vila et al. [23, 24] and Barron et al. [4] referred this class as Lexicon based opposite polarity substitution but few other authors has referred it as Inter-clausal negative-affirmative paraphrasing [16] . In this class polarity may be changed twice. In this lexical unit is changed by its antonym or co mp lementary and then in order to maintain the meaning, another change of polarity occurs within the same sentence ( [16] or cognitive [27] The cross language news stories may co mprise of co reference that needs attention as it may be difficu lt to identify reuse (30 (a) & 30 (b) and 31 (a) & 31(b)). Referential and cognitive are to be treated as co reference rather than paraphrase but for retrieving news stories coreference i.e. referential and cognitive might be quite useful [16, 23] . E. Level V The categories belonging to this level are the toughest of all to lin k news stories across language as it co mprises of news stories that are equivalent in propositional concept but words used to express news stories are completely different [23] .
E.1. Modification of Action
This is mostly in the news related to raids and corruption. One story may emphasize on the property and legal issue and the other equivalent story may give details such as where it happened and total monetary estimate They tried to analyze and identify occurrences of the different paraphrase types as proposed in this typology in the top ten Hindi news stories which were retrieved as the result of the CLINSS task. Out of 250 documents retrieved, 50 were found to be relevant. The relevancy was judged on the basis of whether the document pairs shared the focal event and news event both or only the news event and not the focal event. Those documents which shared the focal events too, showed the tendency of exact translations of group of words occupying major portion in the corpus. Loan words or OOV substitutions was also used frequently in case of equivalent Hindi document. Polysemy hypernymy and hyponymy (specification vs. generalization) and synonymy (contextual related words) also was present in the corpus. Word insertions and deletions and sentence split/join are done to present the same facts with some addit ional informat ion. The other classification categories were mostly observed in the documents which shared the same news event but different focal event. Different wordings due to change of focal event might have been the reason behind it.
V. CONCLUSION
Defining typologies helps in drawing boundaries to identify across language different equivalent man ifestations and helps devising or developing techniques for accurately tracking news stories across language. The analysis of relevant Hindi news stories having the same focal or main event as their English equivalents for different classification types EnglishHindi News stories corpora are suggestive of the facts as to which of the paraphrase types are mostly observed in cross-lingual reuse. This analysis may prove beneficial to track and link two such cross -lingual English-Hindi story pairs if proper techniques are devised for dealing with the most prominent paraphrase types.
The work is a novel step towards constructing a paraphrase typology for English Hindi news corpora. The proposed work has tried to bring forth the intricacies involved across the language journalistic text reuse. The paraphrase boundaries are in most of the cases overlapping so the work can be further analyzed to redefine the boundaries to deepest sub-level so that overlapping is reduced to an extent.
